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Geography Field Trip
Last week David Attenborough set up an Instagram account – within
hours he had millions of followers. This reminds us all of Mr McCulloch’s meteoric rise to fame through his Geography In Action Instagram site. It also reminds us that the natural world, and Geography,
is there to be explored, investigated and valued. It seems a tragedy,
therefore, that fieldwork has been the thing taken away from the
GCSE curriculum, but we are lucky that at A-Level it has been retained and Mr Parsons gave the green light for 3 A-Level visits to the
South Coast last week.
62 intrepid Year 13’s set out at the uninviting time of 7am to collect
data for their A-Level coursework. The destinations were chosen by
the students; either Camber Sands or Birling Gap. The level of commitment was incredibly impressive in the face of some adverse
weather conditions and a 150 person strong film crew from Channel
4 (FYI – they were filming a drama with a dream sequence about a
Merman!!! Mr McCulloch offered to play the leading role but was,
sadly, turned down!).
The students have developed their own pieces of research, choosing
a research direction and a set of high level question and subquestions. They are generally looking at the reasons and rates of cliff
erosion at Birling Gap or the human influences on the sand dunes at
Camber Sands. It’s always impressive to see the students tackle what
is a high level piece of independent research – the results, genuinely,
are university level academic pieces. The students now return to
school with a healthy set of data, before return trips in early October.
We hope that fieldwork will be back on the agenda for all our students as soon as possible, but for now we commend those brave
Year 13 Geographers and hope that amongst them there is a future
David Attenborough…
Talking of Instagram – make
LPSB_Geography Instagram page!
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Sports
Cricket Reports
U12B
Hector Rose won the toss on a sunny Saturday morning
and chose to bat. A strong opening partnership from Howe
and Jones set a good platform which was set back by a
superb hat trick from Trinity. Rose and Hutchinson regained some control and got Langley to a respectable
score of 69. Langley then went on to produce an amazing
display in the field unfortunately this was not enough as
Trinity batted strongly. Jackson was the pick of the bowling
with some lovely swing bowling from the Brennan end.
Trinity got over the line with 8 wickets remaining but Langley showed great promise for the future.
U13B
With last summer’s cricket cancelled, this was the very first
opportunity some pupils had to represent Langley and
there were pleasing performances throughout the match
that showed that this squad will have plenty to look forward to in future. Ben Pounder bowled accurately and
picked up an early wicket on debut, whilst James Chowdhury was very accurate with the ball. Lukas McGregor
starred in the field with two direct hits to remove Trinity’s
set batsmen, who had batted nicely to build the score for
the hosts. Trinity managed to accelerate well and set a formidable total of 163-4.
Langley did well to keep wickets in hand, with Carter King
(17) and Ben Pounder contributing with a nice partnership
for the second wicket. This allowed Louis Edwards (16) to
accelerate later in the innings and push Langley towards
100. However, a late batting collapse meant Langley fell
short of the century, being dismissed for 95. Fionn
Crossingham on debut looked secure with the bat and finished on 9* off 33 deliveries, showing great composure
against a good Trinity attack.
U14B

For all LPSB sports news, fixtures and results
click here
The players have made significant progress and developed
into a talented cricket squad through their hard work
throughout the lockdown return to sport nets sessions and
our four week mini season in September. Well done to all
the players.
U15
After a disappointing result against Trinity U15A the week
previous, the team set out to reverse the result against
Trinity U15B. Oscar Jasper won the toss and decided to
have a bat, he and Roan Whiteley set out to be aggressive
from ball one and put a big score on the board.
This didn’t go to plan however as Trinity’s first 4 bowlers
were all very accurate and gave nothing away. The Langley
batting line-up found runs hard to come by and were put
under pressure by some good fielding from the Trinity
team. The score was 33-3 after 7 overs and any plans of a
big total had to be put to one side, instead a period of
rebuilding was needed to try and setup for a big finish.
Matthew Grimes and Oliver Dobson started to put a steady
partnership together before Matthew was bowled by a ball
that kept extremely low. Now with the score at 50-4 and
the top four batters all been and gone, Oliver Dobson decided that attack was the best form of defence and started
hitting the ball to all parts of the ground. With helpful contributions from Alex Sharpe-McGrail (15 off 12) and Stuart
Wiehahn (14* of 14), Langley reached 152-6 from their 20
overs. Oliver Dobson finishing with 63* off 37 balls! An
incredible innings with some amazing power hitting on
display that showed the rest of the team how to put the
pressure back on to the opposition team when your backs
are against the wall. As Oliver walked off raising his bat, the
rest of the team loudly applauded, appreciating the quality
of the innings they had just seen.

After a tightly contested A team fixture the previous weekend which resulted in a narrow loss by 24 runs, a combined
Langley Park U14 A/B team once again produced a cracker
of a game this Saturday against Trinity’s U14 B.

Between innings, the team discussed the importance of not
letting Trinity get anywhere near the total and winning by a
big margin. Issues from the week before were addressed
and the focus was on the fielders all showing high intensity
to create pressure on the batsman.

Trinity won the toss and put Langley Park into bat in temperatures more appropriate to the rugby season. With the
game being streamed live on YouTube the pressure was on
Langley to post a competitive total. Langley batted solidly
throughout their innings with each batsmen looking confident and secure at the crease. Tight bowling from Trinity,
however, restricted Langley to a run rate of below 4 an over
as Langley Park struggled to keep the scoreboard ticking
over. Despite Alex Donnelly’s top score of 20 and some
powerful hitting from Max Kennedy and Fraser Jackson in
the middle order, the opposition’s disciplined attack and
fielding display meant that the visitors could only post a
first-innings total of 87 for six after 20 overs.

Tom Larkin and Rhys Thomas opened the bowling for
Langley and both immediately found their line and length,
making it very difficult for the Trinity batters. The fielding
was excellent and all 11 players were buzzing around in the
field, all feeding off one and other. Wickets fell quickly and
the two opening bowlers both picked up two wickets each
to leave the score at 16-4 by the time they had finished
their spells. Stuart Wiehahn then came into the attack and
dismantled the middle and lower order, taking 4 wickets
for 4 runs. Eventually Trinity were bowled out for 57, with
the help of a couple of good partnerships at the end. A 95
run victory and a strong all round performance that at
times, wasn’t as easy as the score suggests.

Trinity started their second innings as firm favourites, however Langley Park matched the home side’s high standards
and intensity in the field with some impressive bowling
displays. Ryan Jones, James Farrell, Hugo Jones, and Andrew Bradbury all bowled with control to put the pressure
back on Trinity. The pick of the bowlers, however, was Noah Africa who finished with figures of 4 overs, 1 maiden, 1
wicket for 8 runs and was voted as Langley’s player of the
match. In the end Langley just didn’t have enough runs to
defend and Trinity reached 88 for 5 with the last ball of the
19th over and despite an excellent performance and valiant
effort Trinity ran out winners deservedly by five wickets.
All of the Langley Park U14 cricket squad should feel extremely proud of their performances in the last two weekends against a school of the calibre of Trinity.

A nice way to finish off the short September Cricket season
and plenty of positives to take into winter training and the
summer season ahead!

Sports Contd.
It is strongly advised that all pupils taking part in rugby and hockey wear a gum shield whilst playing in
order to protect their teeth. This includes boys involved in extra-curricular sport and during games
lessons.
OPRO is a company that offer custom-fit mouth
guards, which offer a very high level of protection, are
comfortable to wear and very popular with sports
men and women at all levels. They are highly recommended.
Normally at this time of year dental surgeons from
OPRO come in to school to take dental impressions
of boys who have purchased a gum shield, however
with current Covid restrictions, this is not possible.
Instead, families can either purchase a custom fit
mouth guard which involves taking the dental impression at home and sending back to OPRO, or alternatively purchase a self-fit mouth guard. For the
first time a bespoke Langley Park design can be ordered when ordering either the self-fit or custom fit
options.

Extra-Curricular
Clubs
Science club for year 7 has
been running for three weeks
now, but this week we welcomed even more newcomers
and had 35 attendees! So far
we have made canister rockets, using old 35mm film canisters, and completed a STEM
challenge to make the tallest
tower from spaghetti and marshmallows. This was a
close run contest, with the tallest tower coming in at
an impressive 68 cm.
This week the students made paper helicopters,
listening carefully to the instructions to make them,
and they were then tested over the balcony. The
best rotated really well!
Rory (7B), Tom (7D), Kaya (7W), Cameron (7B), Edward (7Z) and Noah (7B) can be seen trying out
their creations.

Families should order their gum shield directly
with Opro online at www.opro.com. There you can
choose the design, level of protection, and colour. Orders cannot be made directly through school.
Once again I strongly advise that all pupils involved in
rugby or hockey in lessons or after school have a
mouth guard. These can be purchased through OPRO
but can also be found in your local sports shop.

Any year 7 boy is welcome any week, no need to
sign up or come every week.

Free School Meals Eligibility
We understand that in the current climate many
families' circumstances may have changed. If you are
experiencing financial difficulties, please visit the
following website to check if your child is eligible for
Free School Meals:
https://www.gov.uk/apply-free-school-meals

Fastest Lap at
Donington Park by
Sixth Former Patrick
Kibble
Patrick has a great round at
Donington Park for the first
of the 3 hour races finishing
3rd, with the fastest lap and
track record!
He currently sits joint 1st in
the championship.

Virtual Open Evening
We are pleased to announce that
our first ever online virtual open
evening is available now on the
school website.
Follow the link below to see the
Headteacher’s speech, visit our
classrooms and facilities and hear
what some of our year 8 boys have
to say about the school.

http://www.lpsb.org.uk/1466/
virtual-open-evening-2020

Follow LPSB on Social
Media
Social Media is growing at LPSB this
year - please do follow our main LPSB
accounts for notices and to see what
we are up too!
Departments across the school have
established Instagram accounts to get
all of you involved - see what our students are learning, how they are developing and where they are going!
@lpsb_maths is sharing assessment
top tips and brilliant questions to complete. (Assessment week is NEXT
WEEK)
@lpsb_history is sharing excellent
information on Black History Month
and 'on this day in History'. @lpsb_art
and @lpsb_dt are demonstrating students incredible work.
@lpsb_geography is brand new so
watch this space!
The Performing Arts and Media/Film
Departments have numerous accounts
demonstrating stunning performances
and rehearsals.
@lpsb_sport are sharing results, fixture information and great performances from our talented students.
There are lots more departments,
search @lpsb_
on Instagram and
you will see what is available.
Each department are embedding
learning and sharing this with the wider community.
Please do follow us
and we hope you
learn more about us!

Photography A-Level
Year 13 students, working on their Personal Investigation
research projects, have been producing some exciting
imagery this week in response to their exploration of
work by artists that is inspiring them to develop their
own ideas and practical responses. Students are researching a wide range of themes personal to them, including Surrealism in the landscape. Some examples of
developing work in response can be seen here.

Another student who is inspired by Surrealism has chosen to explore Portraiture and issues of identity. She taken
her inspiration for these images from the collage work of Tom Butler and his self portraiture.

Human identity and how it can be expressed through the contemporary photographers lens inspired this student
to produce some novel and exciting shots.

Photography A-Level Contd.

Still life has inspired a student to explore the notion of time and its effect on the age old concept of still life photography. She has produced some stunning shots exploring freezing time and is currently exploring some exciting processes and subject matter.

Harvest 2020 at St John’s Church
Beckenham
We wanted to invite Langley Park School for Boys to our
Harvest 2020.
Harvest Sunday - 4th October - online All2gether Service. We will be supporting Living Well and here is a list
of the specific items that are needed: tinned pulses,
tinned meat, instant mash and biscuits.
Please drop your donations between Monday 28th September until Thursday 1st October in the boxes provided at the front door of church.
Regards
Rev David Jones

Friends
It's that time of year where your son
will have mislaid kit or he just needs
an extra pair of shorts!. We're running a uniform sale on Oct
10th 10am-12. We will either be in
the refectory area or outside the
main entrance... either way, you'll
easily find us. Pop the date in your
diary now so that you don't forget :-)
There is still an opportunity to take out an advert in
our Christmas directory (email Amanda Ashford
at craftfair@lpsb.org.uk before Oct 9th). This is such a
straightforward way to reach over 5,000 local homes
at the start of the pre-Christmas shopping period.

Hawksbrook Lane Safety
Reminder
We have been contacted by members of the
public who are concerned about unsafe driving down Hawksbrook Lane.
Please can we remind parents and older pupils to travel at a safe and suitable speed
down the lane.
We strongly discourage parents/older pupils
from using vehicles down Hawksbrook Lane
unless absolutely necessary.
Students can be dropped off on South Eden
Park Road.
It is essential that parents do not park on the
double yellow lines on the lane when waiting
to collect their child. This causes congestion
and is a safety concern for our students and
other pedestrians who use the lane.
Thank you for helping to keep the roads
around LPSB safe.
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